
Chapter 1228 Annihilation

Three days later, Jared’s injuries had healed completely with the augmentation of the 
Pentacarna Tower. That aside, his spiritual energy was also full to the point of 
overflowing.
He also arranged for the Villainous Four to enter the Pentacarna Tower to cultivate and 
heal.
However, their speed of recovery was far slower compared to the man.
It would take at least ten days to half a month for them to recover to their peak state.
When Jared exited the Pentacarna Tower, he found Colin guarding the place with some 
men.
All the men who guarded the tower were the most elite members of Shadow Estate.
“Jared!”
Colin hastily went forward the instant he saw Jared coming out.
“How long was I in the tower, Colin?” Jared inquired.
He had no way of measuring time while in the tower.
“Three days. I never expected you to have recovered so well in just three days!” Colin 
exclaimed as he studied the man.
Jared was likewise surprised, for he never expected himself to recover within three days 
and his spiritual energy to brim over.
“Stay and cultivate here. I’m making a trip out,” he uttered, patting Colin on the 
shoulder.
“Why are you going out, Jared?” Colin questioned in puzzlement.
Murderous intent blazed in Jared’s eyes. “I’m going to annihilate the Norton family and 
avenge our brothers-in-arms who had fallen!”
After saying that, Jared headed out.
“It’s too dangerous for you to go alone, Jared! I’ll inform my father so he can bring some
men to go with you!” Colin hurriedly cried out.
“No, it’s okay. All of you shall stay here. No one is allowed to leave.”
When Jared had said that, his figure disappeared from the village entrance.
He was dressed in black and wore a black hat on his head.
If one didn’t look closely, one couldn’t quite tell that it was him.
When he crossed the boundary of Jadeborough, an icy gleam glinted in his eyes.
The first thing he did upon stepping foot in the city was to give Theodore a call.
He asked the man for a list of the martial art families under the Norton family.



He once said that he would obliterate the Norton family, and the martial arts families 
serving the Norton family were also part of its forces.
Although Theodore had no idea why Jared wanted the list, he still gave it to him.
As Jared scanned the list of martial art families, he emanated murderous intent.
Dark Sun Sect was a mediocre sect in Jadeborough.
The leader of Dark Sun Sect, Terry, was merely a Sixth Level Martial Arts Grandmaster.
They had requested to join Warriors Alliance multiple times, but they couldn’t do so as 
they didn’t meet the criteria.
Such small sects were everywhere in Jadeborough, so the Dark Sun Sect wanted to find a
backer.
Only then would they be able to survive in the city.
Since they couldn’t join Warriors Alliance, they chose to serve the Norton family when it 
was in its heyday.
On that particular night, Terry of Dark Sun Sect was sleeping with his new mistress when 
a dark figure sneaked into his residence.
Soon, wails echoed in the Dark Sun Sect, and flames blasted into the sky.
Awakened by the commotion, Terry stalked out with a weapon in hand.
When he saw the dead bodies littering the ground and realized that almost the entire 
sect had been slaughtered, he was promptly stupefied.
“Who are you?” he roared at the figure in black before him.
After killing the last disciple of Dark Sun Sect, Jared slowly turned around.
The instant Terry laid eyes on him, he was wholly stunned.
“J-Jared?”
His eyes brimmed with panic and terror, for he was also present when Jared was 
surrounded and attacked that day.
Jared regarded him coldly. With a wave of his hand, a gust of wind shot forward.
The wind severed Terry’s head outright.
Jared bent down and picked up the head. At that moment, there wasn’t the slightest 
emotion in his eyes.
He was exactly like a killing machine.
“Let’s move on to the next family!”
He then left with the head in hand.


